HONEYWELL AUTOMATION COLLEGE
E-LEARNING SOLUTIONS
Helping improve the performance of your workforce to gain maximum benefit from your automation investment.
e-Learning Solutions

E-Learning is taking a significant position in the learning market, due to many market based conditions and Honeywell Automation College is at the forefront, developing e-Learning solutions. Using the same content as instructor-led training, these solutions have been designed to allow HPS System End-Users to complete training from anywhere, at any time. A comprehensive list of e-tools makes the training as interactive as traditional class training.

All eLearners are provided access to training materials via recorded lectures, demonstration videos and electronic course documentation. Questions and answers are addressed and 24-hour access to remote servers for hands-on practice and lab assignments.

Asynchronous Training (AT)

Asynchronous courses are self-directed and are given an extended amount of time for students to complete the training at their own pace. Questions and answers are addressed to an instructor via a designated mailbox.

Virtual Training (VT)

Virtual courses have an initial ‘live’ one hour course orientation and daily ‘live’ Q&A sessions with an instructor. Each course event has established set dates for students to complete their training.

Virtual Instructor-Led Training (VILT)

Virtual Instructor-Led courses have a full time ‘live’ instructor to deliver the training lectures. Participants and instructor are not physically in the same location. Courses have set dates scheduled for training.

What are the benefits?

• Overall reduced cost of training resulting in greater return on your training investments.
• Higher retention, due to interactivity, resulting in reduced time to competency.
• Time and place flexibility with solutions that can be completed from anywhere, at any time.
• Reduction of carbon footprint with electronic documentation and travel eliminated.
• Staff remain onsite to be able to quickly respond to plant issues.

Learning Portal and Tools

Learners are provided access to the following tools through the Automation College Learning Portal to complete the training modules.

• Electronic Course Documentation. Downloadable for future reference
• Recorded Lectures. Including audio voice, text, graphics and images. Lectures can be resumed at any time and viewed several times.
• Demonstration Videos. For an easy understanding of complex tasks on Honeywell systems. They can also be resumed at any time and viewed several times.
• Learning Track. For a fast return to the last viewed sequence and performance monitoring throughout the training module.
• 24 hour access to remote virtual machines. That allows learners to execute hands-on practice and lab assignment at their own pace and own schedule.
• Live Q&A sessions. A dedicated instructor answers participants’ questions using a conferencing system.

Honeywell Systems covered by e-Learning

Learners are provided access to the following tools through the Automation College Learning Portal to complete the training modules.

• Experion PKS
• HC900
• Operator Training & Simulation
• Further courses coming soon!
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